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Underwater noise represents a relevant threat to 

marine mammals including bottlenose dolphins, a 

cetacean species listed in Annex II of the Habitat 

Directive.

This species inhabits coastal waters, which are 

notoriously subject to intense human use. 

Due to the ecological important role of sound for 

cetaceans, changes in vocal behavior to compensate 

the environmental noise might affect relevant life 

processes.

INTRODUCTION METHODS

• Monitoring campaigns between 2016 and 2019 in 3 area highly frequented by bottlenose

dolphins*;

• Spectrogram calculation (Fast Fourier Transform size 1024, overlap 75%, Hanning

window);

• Whistles frequency contour extraction (Beluga toolbox);

• Start, end, min, max frequencies and Sound Pressure Level (SPL) measurement;

• Whistles parameters and ambient noise comparison;

• Comparison between high spatial resolution ambient noise and whistles SPLs;

→Masking percentage for each point of the map as: masked/(masked + unmasked).

Fig. 2 Spectrogram and whistles frequency contour example.
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Fig. 1 Study areas and relative distances (PI, in an MPA close to CV 

and quieter due to the lower marine traffic, SC, far from CV and 

characterized by an intense maritime traffic).

RESULTS 

Fig. 3 Distribution of whistles frequencies and SPLs (green),  ambient noise before whistles (grey).

Fig. 4 Potential masking percentage of CV (left) and PI (right) group for the fundamental frequency parameters: 

start (A), end (B), max (C), min (D). Dotted lines represent the roadstead mooring area and the shipping channel.

MAIN GOALS

i) Assessment of the vocal plasticity of 

bottlenose dolphin in 3 different 

Mediterranean areas;

ii) Whistles potential masking analysis in the 

surrounding area of the Port of Civitavecchia 

(northern Tyrrhenian Sea, Italy).

• Bottlenose dolphins show high vocal plasticity;

• CV dataset whistles frequencies could suggest the need to answer to the widespread frequencies of anthropogenic noise;

• CV dataset whistles SPLs could reflects the underwater noise level characterizing the area;

• CV and SC datasets resulted more similar between them than compared with PI ones, even if due to the geographical distance the absence of cultural

• exchange can be hypothesized, this could reflects the similar ambient noise level to which are constantly exposed.  

• The lower masking percentage on CV dataset suggests a vocal behavior compensation of the local bottlenose dolphins;

• The highest masking percentage of PI dataset, despite the proximity to the CV area, reflects the lower ambient noise of this MPA;

• Bottlenose dolphins make some adjustments to their whistles production in accordance to the noise levels of the waters in which they live;

• Further sampling and analysis are necessary to confirm these hypotheses.

168 whistles (CV = 49; SC = 34; PI = 85) 

CV dataset shows:    i) wider  frequency range and higher SPL values; 

ii) higher ambient noise;

iii) greater difference with PI area.

Masking 

percentage CV PI

min 2% 1%

max 51% 100%

Tab. 1 Percentage of times in which

SPLs(n) – SPLs(w)>3dB.
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DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION
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